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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
TO INVESTIGATE THE POSSIBILITY OF USING LASER i
GENERATION AND DETECTION OF ULTRASOUND TO








ADVANTAGES OF LASER ACOUSTO-ULTRASONICS
• NON-CONTACT TESTING




TESTING HOT SURFACES OR IN HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS
• RESONANCE OF TRANSDUCERS ELIMINATED
• POINT DETECTION
• NARROW AND WIDE BAND DETECTION
• DETECTION NEAR MATERIAL EDGES
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DISADVANTAGES OF LASER DETECTION
• SURFACE MUSTBE REFLECTIVE
• NOT AS SENSITIVE AS PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
• OPTICAL SYSTEMS ARE OFTEN MORE EXPENSIVE
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TYPES OF INTERFEROMETERS USED
- PATH STABILIZED BULK SYSTEM































h : PLANCK'S CONSTANT
_, : OPTICAL WAVELENGTH
1"1 : DETECTOR QUANTUM EFFICIENCY






































































LASER GENERATION OF ULTRASOUND
KIGRE Nd YAG PULSED LASER
17 mJ PER PULSE
4 ns PULSE LENGTH





0 LASER PROBE BEAM
_ ALUMINUM PLATE
1.5 INCH THICKNESS
NON-CONTACT GENERATION AND DETECTION OF
ULTRASOUND IN AN ALUMINUM BLOCK
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iTheoretical Surface [Displacement For
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[Theoretical Surface Displacement For
Generated Ultrasound In A 1.5 in AI
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NON-CONTACT GENERATION AND DETECTION
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THEOReTICAl. RECORO OF A STEP--LOAOING
















































































(ALL SPECIMENS 0.5 INCHES WIDE)
*3M SILVER POLYESTER FILM TAPE WAS USED AT
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